MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED

- Tree branches (or take this outside on actual trees!)
- Heavy paper (preferably black)
- Black paint (if you can’t find black cardstock)
- Tape
- Fishing line or string

HOW TO DO IT

Draw multiple bat shapes on heavy paper. You can make them different sizes and in different positions or keep them all the same. If you can’t locate black cardstock, paint or color the paper black. Tape fishing line or string to your bat cutouts and either tie them to a stick you find outside to use as an indoor decoration (would look fantastic in a window) or take them outside and tie them to a tree in your yard!

Use different size bats to decorate all kinds of items in the house! Small bats for pumpkins, decorate a wall with large bats, hang bats from the ceiling, and use the bats on a branch on the mantel. Grouping lots of bats together is the key!